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On January 9, 1984, North Anna Unit 1 was shutdown due to high
Reactor Coolant System unidentified leakage. When it was determined
that a significant portion of the unidentified leakage was probably
primary to secondary leakage through the steam generators, the unit was
taken to cold shutdown to examine the steam generators. Pressure leak
testing and eddy current examination identified several defective tubes
and leaking tube plugs. All tubes were plugged and several leaking
plugs were repaired. The steam generator repairs in conjuction with
other maintenance performed on the Reactor Coolant System reduced the
unidentified leak rate to less than the Technical Specification limit.
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On January 8, 1984 with Unit 1 at 100% power, the Reactor Coolant
System unidentified leak rate could not be calculated with consistent
results but appeared to be approaching the Technical Specification upper
limit of 1 gpm. Leak rate reEults were inconsistent because identified
leakage was high (5 to 7 gpm) and erratic. This was caused by fluctuat-
ing Reactor Coolant Pump seal leckoff due to worn Reactor Coolant Pump
seals on 2 Reactor Coolant Pumps. Reactor power was reduced to 1% as a
precautionary measure and to allow closer inspection of the Reactor
Coolant System. On January 9, 1984, due to the inability to obtain a
repeatable calculated leak rate, leakage was assumed to be in excess of
1.0 gpm. An unusual event was declared and the reactor was shut down in
accordance with the Action Statement of Technical Specifications.
Following reduction of identified leakage, unidentified leakage was
estimated to be in the range of 1.25 gpm.

Multiple containment entries were made to continue locating sources
of leakage. Walkdowns were also made in the Auxiliary Building of the
Charging and Letdown System. Several small leaks were found and repaired.
All syst ems that interfaced with the Reactor Coolant System were checked
for possible system to system leakage (such as the Residual Heat Removal,
the Component Cooling and the Sampling Systems).

Following repair of all known significant leakage, the Reactor
Coolant System was brought to no load operating temperature and pressure
with the reactor subcritical. Leakage measurements were performed and
determined to be 2.33 gpm unidentified and 1.78 gpm identified. It was
determined that the unidentified leakage was primary to secondary
leakage since no other leakage paths could be found. The thermal
transient imposed on the steem generators during cooldown and,heatup is
believed to have caused a substantial increase in the primary to'secon-
dary leak rate.

During subsequent outage, the "B" and "C" steam generators were
leak tested and then eddy current examined in accordance with North Anna
Technical Specification surveillance requirements. These initial tests

rdiscovered several tubes that were de u Jive and several tube plugs
previously installed that had been IvJs ag. All tuFis identified as
defective were plugged and fail m n 2p sere cepai;ed. The steam
generators were hydrostaticall; t s.3 t 4 after repairs were made. The
retest identified additional lea ring ter plugs. These leaks were not
considered to be significant enough to tiquire further repairs at this
time. A report of the inservice inspection retults will be submitted as
per T.S. 4.4.5.5. The steam generator repairs in ccnjunction with other
maintenance performed on the Reactor. Coolant System reduced the unidenti-
ficd leak rate to less than the Technical Specification limit. Replace-
ment of the "A" and "B" Reactor Coolant Pump numser 2 seala reduced the
identified leakage which aided in the determination of unidentified
leakage. The'"A" steam generator was nat tested or examined during the
outage since previous chemistry analysis did not indicate primary to
secondary leakage in that steam generator.
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PCO VIRGINI A ELECTR C AND PowaR CCMPANY

{h TN A N POWER ST ATION-|

P. O. BO X 432

MINER AL, VIRGINI A 23tl7

February 8, 1984

Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator Serial No. N-84-002
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission N0/RST: 11
Region II Docket No. 50-338
101 Marietta Street, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 License No. NPF-4

Dear Mr. O'Reilly:

Pursuant to North Anna Power Station Technical Specifications, the Virginia
Electric and Power Company hereby submits the following License Event Report
applicable to North Anna Unit No. 1.

Report No. LER 84-001-00

This report has been reviewed by the Station Nuclear Safety and Operating
Committee and will be forwarded to Safety Evaluation and Control for their
review.

Very Truly Yours

E. Wayn Harrell
Station Manager

Enclosures (3 copies)

cc: Document Control Desk (1 copy)
016 Phillips Bldg.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555
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